Background: Schizophrenia is a neurological disease characterized by alterations to patients' cognitive functions and emotional expressions. Relevant studies often use magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain to explore structural differences and responsiveness within brain regions. However, as this technique is expensive and commonly induces claustrophobia, it is frequently refused by patients. Thus, this study used non-contact infrared thermal facial images (ITFIs) to analyze facial temperature changes evoked by different emotions in moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients. Methods: Schizophrenia is an emotion-related disorder, and images eliciting different types of emotions were selected from the international affective picture system (IAPS) and presented to subjects during ITFI collection. ITFIs were aligned using affine registration, and the changes induced by small irregular head movements were corrected. The average temperatures from the forehead, nose, mouth, left cheek, and right cheek were calculated, and continuous temperature changes were used as features. After performing dimensionality reduction and noise removal using the component analysis method, multivariate analysis of variance and the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification algorithm were used to identify moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients.
Background
Although studies using schizophrenia-specific magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and electroencephalograms can help in understanding structural differences in the brain and the responsiveness within brain regions, numerous restrictions related to MRI, including high cost and reluctance of subjects to undergo such testing, limit the use of these procedures [1] . Schizophrenia is a degenerative neurological disease, leading to 20% of a patient's lifetime being spent as years lived with disability (YLDs) [2] . Many studies have been conducted for schizophrenia, which understandably involves a wide range of aspects; however, the results of these studies vary greatly. As heterogeneity among patients is frequently not taken into account by investigators when analyzing data, the features specific to certain variant phases of the disease often remain undetected, hindering an in-depth understanding of the symptoms. In this study, we used a digital infrared thermal image system (DITIS) to image the subjects and measure their temperatures without contact, which enabled us to conduct an in-depth analysis and quantification of the thermal state upon evocation of emotions in schizophrenia patients with reduced heterogeneity.
Since each person's subjective judgment is influenced by psychological and physiological factors, and subjective factors can alter psychological and physiological responses and influence the evaluation of emotion, studies addressing emotions often use non-subjective methods to evoke emotional responses. Inner emotion and cognitive activity can be reflected through facial expressions, behavioral responses, sound, etc. Facial expression represents a type of non-verbal interaction; thus, in recent years, many studies have explored the identification of facial expression under visible light [3, 4] . However, these studies use a common blind spot, in which non-spontaneous expression of emotions can be camouflaged, resulting in misjudgment of emotions [5] . In addition to this blind spot, recognition of facial expression is also influenced by environmental illumination and face poses, leading to system identification errors [6] . Therefore, many studies have started to use infrared thermal facial images (ITFIs) technology, as it reduces the impact of lighting and offers the advantage of a non-contact approach, which is suitable for human psychological and physiological studies [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Moreover, it has been shown that many health and emotional states are associated with variations in facial temperature [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . During ITFI collection, subjects' heads are not stabilized in order to make them feel as comfortable and natural as possible, but this can cause difficulties for subsequent analyses. Therefore, the calibration and alignment of images become very important. Image calibration can be performed using two methods: one based on features and the other on areas. Image-based calibration is not suitable for situations with significant nonlinear differences [18] . Moreover, the characteristics of infrared thermal images are different from those of images taken under visible light [19] .
In summary, we used ITFI to investigate changes in the variation of the temperature in each facial area upon visual stimulation-evoked emotions. Based on our results, we were able to successfully differentiate between moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients.
Methods

Participants
The PANSS test is commonly applied in the clinical identification of schizophrenia. In this study, we used the total scores of PANSS to classify all participants into moderately ill and markedly ill groups [20, 21] was established using the structured clinical interview from the DSM-IV and a semi-structured interview conducted by a research psychiatrist [22] . After receiving a complete explanation of the study procedures, all participants provided written informed consent as approved by the institutional review board. This study was approved by the ethics committee of the Taichung Veterans General Hospital, and was conducted in accordance with Good Clinical Practice procedures and the current revision of the Declaration of Helsinki [23] .
Stimuli and paradigm
Lang et al. recorded the sensitivity of subjects to image stimuli, and objectively established the visual complexity and emotional response rating criteria [24] . Fig. 1 .
Thermal image data acquisition
A digital infrared thermal image system (DITIS) (Spectrum 9000-MB Series; United Integrated Service Co. Ltd.) was used to collect images. The collected ITFI were 320 × 240 temperature matrix data, and the sampling rate was 2 frames per second (fps). During data collection, access to the experimental venue was prevented in order to avoid strong environmental convection and to maintain the ambient temperature between 26°C and 28°C. The interior of the room was covered by three layers of shades to minimize heat radiation. To ensure the rights and safety of the subjects and under the principle of comfort and minimal harm, the head was not stabilized during the experimental process.
Image registration processing
The presentation of IAPS images to the subjects was performed according to previously established order and duration, and the ITFI were collected simultaneously with the presentation. The subsequent procedures are shown in Fig. 2 . To ensure the comfort of and minimal harm to the subjects, their head was not fixed during the collection of experimental data, which led to slight shifts of ITFIs over time and was unfavorable for subsequent analysis. Thus, affine registration processing technology was used to reduce the variation of sequential images in order to ensure the appropriate overlapping of facial image locations. This process negates the influence of facial movements on the validity of facial area correlation analyses. For calibration, center-of-mass localization of the binocular area, image translation, and flip were mainly used to generate fixed images for the calibration. Then, the two-stage genetic algorithm (GA) was used to automatically complete affine registration of ITFIs. This method effectively improved the overlap error before and after image calibration, effectively compensating for spontaneous, small, unconscious movements of the human face [28] .
Features extraction and analysis
From calibrated thermal sequential images of each subject, images of five areas including the forehead, nose, mouth, left cheek, and right cheek were selected for analysis, and the average temperature of each area was calculated. Since the test lasted for 225 s and the FPS of the DITIS was 2, there were a total of 450 features per facial area. Based on the stimulation time for each type of emotion, 48 features per type (HVLA, LVLA, and LVHA) were established. After reducing data dimensions using principal component analysis (PCA), nine features per type of emotion were obtained, and less important information was filtered out [29] . Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used for statistical analysis, while a support vector machine (SVM) was used as a classifier to train and identify the results. Well-known identification algorithms included neural network (NN), SVM, learning vector quantization (LVQ), and other intelligent classifiers. To address the issues related to multi-class identification and quickly establish the available identifier structure in addition to verifying the feasibility of the procedure, this study used the "classification learner" application of Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB) R2015b (MathWorks, USA) to obtain SVM training and classification.
Results
MANOVA of facial areas in response to evoked emotions in moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients
According to the experimental procedure shown in Fig. 2 , P-values obtained from the forehead, nose, mouth, left cheek, and right cheek following evocation of HVLA, LVLA, and LVHA in moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients were analyzed. The p-value for the MANOVA was calculated using Wilks' Lambda. The groups of moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients were considered independent variables, while the features of emotions corresponding to their facial areas were taken as dependent variables, as shown in Table 2 . The results indicated that the difference in the average temperature changes in the forehead area between moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients was the most significant. Upon evocation of three types of emotion in this area, the differences were all highly significant, including the P-value under evoked LVHA, which was lower than 0.001and represented the highest level of significance. In addition, the differences in the nose area under the three types were all significant, especially under evoked LVLA where the P-value was most significant at0.002. In addition, the P-value obtained for the right cheek area under evoked HVLA was 0.018.
SVM identification results using different numbers of features
The difference in average temperature changes between the moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients was the most significant in the forehead area under evoked LVHA (Table 2) . Thus, when the 48 features were reduced to 8-10 using dimensional reduction by PCA, identification was performed by linear, quadratic, cubic, and medium Gaussian kernels of the SVM classifier using different numbers of features. The results are shown in Table 3 . The highest identification rates for 9 features were obtained using quadratic and medium Gaussian kernels (up to 94.3%), followed by linear and cubic kernels (91.4%). The identification rates of the remaining features ranged from 77.1 to 91.4%, and the highest average rate was obtained when the number of features was 9, indicating the greatest difference between moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients in this context.
Discussion
Many studies conducted on thermal imaging measure the temperature response in the orbit as an index [30] [31] [32] [33] , but such measurements are inconvenient for subjects with myopia who need to wear glasses. Forehead measurements overcome such restrictions, in addition to those arising when subjects wearing contact lenses are reluctant to undergo the orbit test. In a study by Colin et al., an association between the forehead and emotions was observed [34] . Zhu et al. confirmed these findings and used thermal imaging of the forehead as a polygraph with a success rate of 76.3% [35] . In addition, studies on psychological stress demonstrated that temperature changes in the nose were highly correlated with stress [36, 37] . Using thermal imaging, Ioannou et al. also found that temperature changes in the nose area were associated with emotions [38] . These results are consistent with the statistically significant changes in the forehead and nose observed in this study. They showed that under evoked HVLA, LVLA, and HVLA, average temperature changes in the forehead and nose reflect the differences between moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients. The difference in average temperature change in the right cheek upon the evocation of HVLA was also significant. Studies have addressed the effect of frontal brain asymmetry on emotional reactivity. The left prefrontal lobe has been associated with hyperarousability and positive emotions, while the right prefrontal lobe has been related to emotion avoidance and stronger negative emotions [39, 40] . The results in Table 2 show an important difference in the right cheek temperature variation between moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients following exposure to HVLA stimuli. Positive emotion induced a strong response in the left prefrontal cortex, effectively reflecting the differences in the right cheek. The results of this study are consistent with the theory of frontal brain asymmetry and emotional reactivity. In addition, Table 2 shows the features in the forehead and nose obtained during rest for According to the variable for the feature and factors in the fixation of group P-value <0.05* P-value <0.01** P-value <0.001*** "F" is F-value. "P-value" is significance which the differences were also statistically significant. We believe that these features may reflect temperature changes that occur after emotional stimulation. If more pictures (emotional stimuli) had been used, the statistical results for the no stimulus values may have been more significant. As this result was consistent with the statistical results from the forehead, the results obtained from rest values were used as a baseline standard and were not included in the investigation on emotional responses in moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients. Dimension reduction using the PCA method [29] was employed to reduce the number of features under evoked LVHA, and different kernels in the SVM classifier were then used to identify moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients. The results showed that the recognition rate of quadratic and medium Gaussian kernels for 9 features was 94.3%, which also revalidated the MANOVA results presented in Table 2 . The average temperature change in the forehead area under evoked LVHA may represent a distinguishing feature between moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients. This result is very exciting. Using the analysis model presented in this study and a sufficiently large database, a reliable mathematical model could be generated. In the future, data could be collected as described in this study and entered into a model to predict a subject's condition, which could be used as a reference for the evaluation of the disease state. In addition, combined with the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 4th edition (DSM-IV) and a semi-structured interview conducted by a research psychiatrist, the described method may also be used as an adjuvant identification method for moderately and markedly ill patients. Moreover, this study also provides a reference standard for the choice of classifiers and features.
Conclusions
Under the emotions evoked by visual stimulation, the ITFIs were divided into five areas, the average temperature within each area was calculated, and the continuous average temperature change was used as a feature. Results obtained using MANOVA show that responses in the forehead, nose, and right cheek area were significantly different between moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients. Such a difference in the right cheek is consistent with brain asymmetry and emotional reactivity theory. Finally, we found that the features generated by the largest difference in responses to emotions can effectively identify moderately and markedly ill schizophrenia patients using an SVM. These results demonstrate that the analysis of ITFI described in this study can effectively provide clinical reference information on the disease phase in schizophrenia patients. 
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